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Opening towards Omnilateralism –  
A Memo-Thesis1 on Democratic Governance: from Local to 
Global 
 
 
Introduction 
 
Whenever there is an opening, new ideas can enter and generally 
bring progress. But many today are cautious about embracing 
change. Several influential thought leaders (albeit mainly Anglo-
Saxons, for example Stephen Hawking, Elon Musk and Martin 
Rees), have doubted whether we ought to open up towards new 
technologies like AI and other technological wildcards, as they risk 
stepping out of the path of Darwinian selection. The spread of such 
technologies - at viral speed all over the world - only widens, 
however, the gap between the fast technical advances of our 
civilisation and the slower cultural evolution of our species. We live 
longer and with more but struggle to adapt to it; hence the 
occurrence of ‘diseases of civilisation’ such as the increased 
prevalence of cancer, chronic back and skeletal problems and 
obesity. 
 
But whilst we enjoy a common technological endowment, the many 
cultures in the world that create this endowment - and are adapting 
to it - remain varied. This global cultural variety, – partly 
resulting from geographic and historic differences -- renders any 
opening to the others so enriching, as we learn how and why others 
think and create differently. This essential diversity is reflected also 
in the natural world as we now appreciate how important to our 
survival is the principle of biodiversity. We can also greatly enrich 
our social relations and thus governance (here understood as 
political actions as opposed to those of individuals or markets) by 
learning from good practices in societies elsewhere. This is 
particularly the case for the top layer of our multi-level political 
system, namely global governance, where all should come together 
to find the best solutions for the world as a whole.  
 
However, the current system – called ‘multilateral’ meaning many-
sided (as opposed to open to all) – has barely opened up to others. 
It remains based on only Anglo-Saxon values having originated in 
the Atlantic Charter agreed between Winston Churchill and Franklin 
D. Roosevelt in 1941. No wonder then that this narrow system’s 
functioning, with its illusion of national sovereignty, has come 

1 I call it a Memo-Thesis because it combines personal memories with aspects of 
an academic thesis. 
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under great strain: with first the rise of Japan economically, Islam 
spiritually and now even more so of China politically; with the 
decrease of national sovereignty generally in the face of 
globalisation; and the challenge to the idea of indivisible 
sovereignty with its pooling amongst states notably in the 
integration in the EU. 
 
Hence there is a dire need for an opening towards ‘omnilateralism’ 
(from the Latin omnibus for and by all),2 going beyond western-only 
cultures and beyond the concept of the nation which the West has 
imposed on the rest of the world, but rather including the voices of 
civil society in multi-level governance. 
 
Omnilateralism, in a nutshell, means firstly to open up the current 
still mainly western-inspired system of global governance to 
cultures and good practices of non-Western origin.  
Secondly, the so-called multilateral system in order to reign 
omnibus has to open up to non-state actors. The system was built 
on supposedly sovereign ‘nations’- artefacts and concepts imposed 
world-wide through European imperialism and western hegemony 
(even creating a system of  “United Nations”) but which now must 
embrace civil society as well as to encompassing the actions of 
other influential trans-border non-state actors (e.g. the on-line 
giants of Google, Amazon, Facebook, i.e. GAFA as well as their 
Chinese counterparts BATX, etc.).  
Waves of globalisation have demonstrated the sovereignty of the 
nation as an aberration of history ‘Made in Europe’ and imposed on 
the world through its colonialism. It was time for Europe after 
disastrous wars to show now to pool sovereignty and relativise the 
nation with a vision of making war impossible here. The 
supranational EU without historic precedence and other regional 
integration organisations from ASEAN and AU to Mercosur can in 
parts serve as stepping-stones in multi-level governance for an 
overture of the global system.  
However, for such an opening of global governance to be truly 
omnilateralist in its decision-making for and by all implies by 
definition democracy with input-, throughput- and output-
legitimacy. Over the last half of the 20th century, the fast, world-
wide increase in numbers of adherents to democracy, but at the 
same time considerable decrease in respect for its principles show, 
however, that in order to be effective, stable and legitimate, 
democracy must differentiate itself according to the level of 

2 Derived from Latin the term ‘omnilateral’ was first coined by I. Kant; see first 
use in this context in my article The European Union and the United States in East 
Asia: The Need for Omnilateralism, A Personal View by a European, Wolfgang 
Pape, in: World Affairs, New Delhi, July-September 1997, p. 94-109; updates and 
further details at my blog: http://omnilateralism.blogspot.com 
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governance, from local to global. In particular in terms of multi-
level governance, more direct democracy is appropriate 
for municipal elections and local referenda etc. rather than at 
provincial, national, regional and in particular global level. The 
higher the level of governance and thereby the more complicated 
the issues and wider the impact of the decisions, the more the 
dependence of the people increases on information from the media.  
 
Such reliance on (often un-)social and other information media, 
which in most cases is highly exposed to increasingly monopolistic 
market forces, has grown exponentially. And it has thus made more 
necessary increased expertise from parliaments and other filtrations 
of public opinion and emotion, like legitimate and accountable 
stakeholder groupings of civil society. Recent examples of direct 
democracy at national level, especially the Anglo-Saxon votes for 
Brexit and Trump, but also direct elections of presidents in Turkey 
and the Philippines clearly confirm the risks of such mass-mediated 
decision-making, frequently founded on ‘fungible facts.’ 
 
There are already signs of opening up to omnilateralism. In 
terms of learning from non-Western partners, this has been 
partially accelerated in reaction to the impulsive and in the long-
term self-destructive unilateralism of President Trump in the USA. 
Counter-balancing initiatives notably of China and Japan to defend 
the current multilateral system have brought them closer to the 
Europeans (cf. ASEM Summit 2018 in Bruxelles; EU-Japan FTA and 
SPA; BRI by China; connectivity platforms). These initiatives 
essentially give substance - ‘walk the talk’ - of Eurasian connectivity 
and also strengthen global governance by adding East Asian 
understanding of issues ranging from climate change to cyber 
space. Thus, while the West is currently split by the Channel and 
the Atlantic on many trans-border policies like trade and the 
environment, a timely window of opportunity is opening for Europe 
to move towards omnilateralism with input from non-Western 
cultures. The West can gain from them for instance a basic 
understanding of the natural cycles of life and systems; an 
appreciation of ‘holism’; and knowledge of more sustainable 
patterns for modern economies beyond the rather narrow linear 
thinking of Western societies. 
In addition, an opening of the multi- towards a more omnilateral 
system can bring a blending in the distinction between private and 
public (cf. the idea of 公私 kou-shi in Japan, and less illusion of 
‘privacy’ generally in the group-orientation of Asian society), trends 
which may ease a move to more ‘sharing’ where necessary also in 
international political exchanges. This blending has already become 
more apparent with the generational change in western culture 
through the broad penetration of the Internet (and its opportunity 
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for the sharing of knowledge) and the penetration of social media in 
daily life. 
 
A similar trend of opening is also shown concretely by the 
increasing commitment of non-state actors, including private 
business, in global governance, in particular in matters of climate 
change. Already the United Nations Global Compact of 2000 has 
reached beyond the UN’s constituent members, namely only 
nations, with a ‘call to action’ based on the voluntary commitments 
of CEOs from leading global businesses to adhere to the Ten 
Principles of the UN. These include its fundamental declarations on 
rights ranging from human rights to labour rights and others such 
as the fight against corruption and the protection of the 
environment.  
 
The issues of environment and climate change make the most 
obvious and concrete case for omnilateralism. Here the so-called 
‘United Nations’ shows that it cannot sufficiently unite nations (in 
particular, but not only, due to the rejection by the USA) and needs 
to involve more and more influential non-state actors from civil 
society and the corporate world. In 2004 the Secretary General of 
the UN declared non-state actors as ‘prime movers in today’s world’ 
and a report to him argued for a ‘paradigm shift in how the UN sees 
itself.’ This on-going shift has become most evident in the process 
of the Conferences of the Parties (COP) to the 1992 UN Framework 
Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC). For the COP24 in 2018 in 
Poland the UNFCCC has called the massive mobilisation of 
subnational and non-state actors as crucial for its success. More 
than 2000 NGOs, two thirds of them from Europe, were officially 
already admitted to COP23 in Paris along with the formal parties 
from around 180 nations as UN members. Such an opening of the 
UN process to sub-national and non-state actors, not only in the 
most urgent issue facing humankind -- that is climate change -- but 
also in other matters, presents furthermore a strong signal to 
accommodate the emerging economies, in particular Asia and pre-
eminently China with their fast growing, globalising middle-class. 
In contrast to the current USA administration’s unilateral approach 
of national confrontations, by bringing the recognition and 
accountability of non-national actors in public governance into a 
more open, omnilateral system, one can avoid a wave of new 
hegemonic discord and dominance as happened in the past. This 
so-called ‘Thucydides Trap’ led even within the Anglo-Saxon sphere 
for British power in the 19th century to yield messily to American in 
the 20th century. Omnilateralism can soften these effects as China 
inexorably rises. 
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It is also on this very same issue of climate change that we can see 
positive developments in our process of democratic decision-
making. There are movements from purely quantitative democratic 
votes (a challenge already foreseen by Alexis de Tocqueville in his 
‘Tyranny of the Majority’ in 1835) towards more qualitative voices 
for decision-making and consensus-seeking in stakeholder 
democracy at the global level of governance. An example here is 
the Alliance of Small Island States (AOSIS), who face existential 
threats from global warming, but who have successfully had their 
voices heard in spite of their relatively tiny populations (e.g. Nauru 
with a ratio of only 1:145,000 of the inhabitants of China). How? By 
arguing that as the most affected stakeholders from this threat they 
have qualitative concerns which are accepted over the pure 
numbers of people/or nations concerned. This is analogous to the 
increasingly controversial ‘one nation one vote’ (ONOV) principle in 
the UN General Assembly, where the most populous state China of 
1.4 billion inhabitants weighs as much as the less than 14,000 folks 
in Nauru). However, many more stakeholders have started to join 
these states as most concerned with the school children of ‘Fridays 
for Future’ recently going massively onto the streets to protest 
against the inaction of their elders in the fight against climate 
change. They, who yet have any right to vote but already millions of 
voices, correctly claim with conviction their entire future at stake, 
and that at any level of governance. 
 
This path towards qualitative stakeholder democracy can widen to 
apply to other global issues like the rules on high-sea fishing or 
deep-sea mining. It can also extend to outer space where common 
long-term values should outweigh short-term purely national 
interests in order to yield truly omnilateral advantages, namely for 
and by all. 
 

Chapter 1 of the book explains the grown aberration of the concept of the 
sovereign nation from its European origin, since the fragmentation of the Roman 
Empire opened first towards salutary competition but also the wars of religion 
here. The short-lived Peace of Westphalia subsequently laid the original 
conflictual patterns for the apparently endless wars between nations. Expanding 
overseas, European empires colonised most of the rest of the world and their 
militaries drew divisive borders often in disrespect of cultural belonging, 
subsequently perpetuated by the Western imposition of ‘inter-national’ law all 
over the continents, in Africa as well as in the Americas and even Asia where the 
notion of the ‘nation’ has remained just a translation (e.g. Chinese/Japanese 国 
with many meanings). Only far-out island-countries like Japan could conserve 
most of their natural identities, but Nippon copied the Western colonialists with 
its own military mania until cut back by the Americans. The USA took over the 
hegemony from the UK, and consolidated the ‘aberration of the nation,’ which 
neither the abandoned League of Nations nor the predominantly Anglo-Saxon 
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inspired United Nations can overcome with their outdated concept of ‘national 
sovereignty.’ After all, learning from disastrous wars between nations, so far only 
the EU relativised them by pooling their sovereignty towards supra-nationality 
and opening more than borders as exemplified between France and Germany, 
but also a new level of governance. 

In Chapter 2, my focus is on the globalisation with its increasing 
interdependence as it has thrown nets over economies since the spread of 
civilisation worldwide when markets started to link up and people enhanced 
communication. Globalisation saw a first peak around the turn into the 20th 
century before WWI and then again in the first decade of the 21st before the 
Financial Crisis. The current ‘slowbalisation’ sees regional nodes of these nets 
like the EU, ASEAN, RECP pulling the strings of their value chains tighter, but 
even their wider reach cannot solve the growing urgent global issues, notably of 
climate change, the Internet with GAFA and BATX and the international financial 
system. Still aberrantly assumed to be sovereign, governments constantly 
encounter their limits at national borders. Nations are losing influence 
downstream through more direct citizen participation at the local level and 
upstream with the need of efficient global agreements and rules. The growth of 
trade (notably until 2008 and again resuming after the crisis), particularly in 
services, and the rise of multinationals’ value chains within Asia (against 
Trump’s naïve intentions) have also prompted wider economic integration in 
that region (CPTPP, RCEP) beyond the hardly satisfying messy ‘Spaghetti Bowl’ 
of bilateral links. Many markets have globalised, but not yet politics and rule-
setting. Hence, the diversity of experiences of competition of companies as well 
as regional cooperation and integration of nations, notably in the EU with its 
strong institutions and ASEAN with its list of NGOs, can provide useful references 
of trials and errors for the global stage. The regional experiences of relativising 
the sovereignty of the nation may just lay cornerstones on the way towards an 
efficient democratic global governance by further inclusion of the voices of civil 
society and other stakeholders, omnilaterally.  

In Chapter 3, I look at multi-level governance that has to differentiate types of 
democracy appropriate to its exercise at the local, provincial, national, regional 
or global level. While in the smallest polity on the local stage proximity enables 
almost every citizen to be directly informed on issues of her/his neighbourhood 
(e.g. to build a football stadium or a theatre), the higher the level the more we 
depend on the media – and thus mainly the market – to inform us with often 
‘fungible’ facts. New democratic initiatives therefore in general start bottom-up 
locally and some even reach global dimensions, e.g. Greta Thunberg from 
Stockholm to the UN with worldwide ‘Fridays for Future’. Mayors club up to push 
their cities’ interests and commons. Controversial data dependence on (a)social 
media now even impact high level elections. The provinces play a particular role 
in federal systems, but their cultural identity have grown stronger reaching 
beyond the nation, as seen from Scotland to Catalunya and Okinawa to 
Mindanao. The nation lost most in globalisation upstream and through 
democratic engagement downstream (subsidiarity). Its nationalist aberration of 
absolutely fixed borders and the illusion of sovereignty can hardly halt data or 
money flows as long as the unruled market makes them profitable. The EU with 
its institutions as the historic first supranational peace guarantor provides 
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concrete examples of stepping- as well as stumbling-stones for wider 
cooperation and integration, strengthening regionally ranging from ASEAN to AU 
and Mercosur to NAFTA. However, at the global level, there are still formally only 
the ‘nations’ coming together in the institutions of the ‘United Nations’ at the 
core of ‘multilateralism’ with its original Anglo-Saxon design and its limits to the 
veto of the victors of WWII. But now informal groupings of world-leaders 
(including from EU) from G7 to G20 as well as even BRICS grab the headlines in 
global affairs, next only to demonstrating NGOs in our polarising societies. This 
still nation-centred and merely many-sided dysfunctional multilateralism of 
western purpose and dominance cannot solve the problems of our global 
‘commons’ ranging from climate change to cyberspace and from the deep sea to 
the Outer Space as well as the unregulated financial system and the outsized 
GAFA/BATX. Omnilaterally, it has to open up to the long-neglected experiences 
of thousands of years of history in the non-Western world.  

 

Chapter 4 considers the lessons to learn from others for a more inclusive global 

governance. Already before the Anglo-Saxon shocks with Brexit and Trump in 

2016, there were ‘9-11’ in New York and the ‘Battle of Seattle’ in 1999 with NGOs 

disrupting the WTO, thus making politics by grabbing the headlines to gain 

historic impact and negating the ‘End of History.’ W.G. Bush then saw a need for a 

worldwide coalition against terrorism, and notably since the Asian Crises 

(avoidable under Islamic banking rules?) more observers realised the lack of 

representativeness in the multilateral system (e.g. IMF). Balance of power politics 

likewise were put into question. The need for an omnilateral opening filled the air. 

However, also in Asia and in the Americas (where Europe aberrantly had imposed 

the concept of the nation) nationalism raised its ugly head and led to anti-

globalism in some parts of the world and even transactional unilateralism in the 

way of Trump’s ominous naïveté. The more urgent it has become to learn together 

with Eastern values (see my 15 theses) and non-Western good practices ranging 

from respect for cycles and others in nature (unlike only linear and 

anthropocentric thinking) with the complementarity of ‘Yin and Yang’ to mutually 
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responsible and interest-free loans (unlike ‘money makes money’) as well as 

‘softonomics’ for more equal chances and ‘mottainai’ (勿体勿体無) in order to 

reduce waste. Equally the concept of truth and reconciliation and the experiences 

made with the so-called ‘Tobin-Tax’ to deal with windfall-profits and global 

currency transactions ought to be shared wider. For people on the Internet 

sharing of knowledge has become self-evident, but now sharing also penetrates 

more and more into the way we use material goods sustainably, from bikes to cars 

and all kinds of equipment and even accommodation. From such mutual learning 

of proven better practices world-wide, a truly omnilateral spirit might emerge 

that reaches out beyond any separation of East and West and dominance of North 

over South.  

In Chapter 5, I point out that the number of democracies in the world has risen, 

but their quality has reached a low, notably in the UK and the USA. What can we 

conclude to enhance global governance? In the meantime, China is not only 

geopolitically filling a gap since there is no ‘End of History,’ but also is respected 

for its economic success, whilst meritocracy is seen missing in many political 

quarters elsewhere. We all depend on the overwhelming role of the market-prone 

media in between the private and the public of politics. If the (un-)social and other 

influential media remain globally unruled, they risk turning the much-criticised 

representative democracy even more towards a monetary rather than a ‘monitory 

model’ of governance. The omnipotent quantification of money as well as votes 

follows the omnipresent digitalisation of our lives into 0’s and 1’s or reduction to 

‘Yes and No’ that is contributing to the polarisation of our societies. Perhaps, 

current innovations towards quantum computing with its opening towards poly-
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nominal variations will parallel a social overture towards sharing in more 

constructive compromises bridging the gaps on middle ground. Opening the 

multilateral governance of now only nations (sic ‘UN’) to non-state actors with 

expertise and relevant input as stakeholders has become an urgent necessity, as 

notably increasingly practised on most obviously global issues like climate change. 

The development of COP (last number 25 in Madrid) since 1992 gives testimony 

to the growing need to advance from the merely quantitative votes (ONOV) of 

highly unequal nations (determined often by purely attention-grabbing politicians 

like Donald Trump, hardly by OPOV) to the inclusion of more qualitative voices of 

experts and civil society. Such further move towards ‘stakeholder democracy’ 

could raise the in-, through- and output-legitimacy of governance. At the highest 

global stage of policy making, it could enrich the process of G20 (or more), which 

then overtaking the decisive role of the outdated UN Security Council would open 

the current closed nation system beyond conflictual contests of adamant, purely 

national interests for deliberations and decisions omnilaterally, namely truly for 

the common benefit of all, that is literally “omnibus”. 

 

------------------- 

For clarity of the sources of my information, I did not only refer as usual to often 
market-seeking literature, newspapers and websites etc. that we all depend 
upon unfortunately so much. The farther the issues and the authors are from our 
own experience, the more we are exposed to market-dependent media and also 
to fake news from the GAFA for our information. But I also marked clearly for the 
reader in parentheses my very personal experiences that became the basis of my 
confirmation bias.3 Nevertheless, I tried to avoid slipping into one of the psycho-
therapeutic Anglo-Saxon ‘Personal Essays’ that Virginia Woolf criticised already 

3 Cf. Bobby Duffy, The Perils of Perception: Why we are wrong about nearly 
everything, Atlantic Books, London 2018, p. 13, 153, 187 and 240 
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in 1905 and rather hope to have balanced in this ‘memo-thesis’ academic 
foundation and individualised experiences.  

My perhaps daring conclusions include all my factual mistakes as well as my 
theoretical misconceptions without excuses, but with the sincere request to the 
reader to communicate any corrections and/or comments to your life-long 
student at wolfgang.pape@gmail.com or onto my blog at 
http://omnilateralism.blogspot.com.  

Thank you in advance! 
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